
[English Translation] 
 
 

Combining Music and Technology,  
App Helps Students with Music Exams 

 
 

* * * 
[Hong Kong Economic Times - Hong Kong, 14 Mar 2013] To some, it seems like 
there is no relationship between music and technology. Music is about feeling. 
Technology is about logic. However, from the eye of Eric Yung, founder and CEO of 
Playnote, both are his passions. He combined both to start his company, Playnote. 
The company has developed an App in Tablet and AURALBOOK, which helps 
students prepare for music examinations.  
 
In 1993, Eric won an award in his secondary school computer competition with this 
idea. More than 10 years ago, he and his professors founded Perception Digital 
(HKEx: 01822). Playnote won the Best Startup Company Grand Award in the 2012 
Asia Pacific ICT Awards. Even though Eric is an expert in music and technology, he 
realizes that the business cannot rely solely on an entrepreneur’s interest. As a 
result, he studied for his MBA and law degree and became a businessman. 

 
* * * 

 
 
“I have thought about this product since 1993. No one tried to develop this kind of 
product. As a result, I started my own company in 2010 to develop it.” What Eric talks 
about is an App—AURALBOOK. It can help to train the aural skills necessary in 
music examinations and can help them gain higher marks in a professional music 
examination.  
 

Follow the questions and sing a melody and the App will analyze and explain 
 
“Very good. Pitches and beats are correct. Please keep this up.” This is the “human” 
voice by AURALBOOK. Once a student follows AURALBOOK’s questions and sings, 
a “human” voice will analyze the student’s performance by artificial intelligence. 
 
Eric created this idea 20 years ago when Eric was still a secondary school student 
with a “386” computer and a big green monitor at his home. He has participated in 
Microcomputer in Education programming competition. Eric and his friends 
forecasted that the software would appear 18 years later in 2010 and they used a 
simple program to simulate a scene in which a computer is used to teach music. 
They received the best Computer Aided Learning Prize in the competition. 
 
This is the first time that Eric combined music and technology. After, his life was still 
full of music and technology. However, there was no crossover between his two 
interests.  
 
Eric continued to learn piano, participate in choir and compose songs. He became a 
conductor and opera tenor in his university life. He also continued to do programming 
and studied engineering at the Hong Kong University of Science and Technology 
(HKUST).  
 



In 1999, when Eric studied in his masters program, a few professors in electronic 
engineering would like to start a company to manufacture a MP3 player. As Eric was 
the only musician in HKUST, Eric became the co-founder of the company. 
 

All profits will go to the lawyer if you don’t have legal knowledge 
 
Eric converted his interest into business. “Even though you are very good in IT and 
music, you still cannot understand everything.” Becoming an entrepreneur was not 
easy. Eric encountered problems everywhere. “At the time, we needed to handle a 
complicated patent. However, no lawyer in Hong Kong knew how to handle it. I 
needed to go to New York and discuss the issue with a team of lawyer. I realized that 
no matter how good the IT product was, all the profit would go to the pocket of the 
lawyer if you have no legal knowledge.” As a result, he started to study law in UK. No 
one on the team knew how to do business either. Eric went to study for his MBA. At 
the 10th anniversary of the company, the company was listed finally and the change 
followed.  
 
He has since left Perception Digital and worked in two other companies. In 2010, the 
iPad was launched and he had a chance to realize his dream. “In order to use the 
computer to teach piano, there must be a computer in front of a piano. This was 
impossible before. However, when the iPad was launched, it made it possible.” 
 
With his experience with Perception Digital, Eric founded Playnote the same year 
and researched and developed AURALBOOK. This made his dream come true. The 
company won the Best Startup Company Grand Award and Merit Award in electronic 
learning at the 2012 Asia Pacific ICT Award (APICTA). Recently, the company also 
received the gold award in the Asia Smartphone App contest. 
 

No waiting, get the chance when it arrives 
 
The current question database fits the syllabus of Associated Boars of Royal Music 
Schools (ABRSM) at UK, Australian Music Examination Board (AMEB) and Royal 
Conservatory of Music (RCM) in Canada. It provides the version for the iPhone and 
the iPad. The Android version will be released soon. It supports Cantonese and 
English. More than 100,000 users have downloaded it. The initial funding was about 
1 million and the company is near the point of break-even.  
 
Eric said they will start to develop a Mandarin version in order to get into the huge 
market in mainland China and expand the user base in the coming 2 to 3 years. He 
said, “I hope everyone who wants to learn music will remember this App.” 
 
Eric kept saying that he was very luck that he can work in a business that fits his 
interests. “If my parents didn’t ask me to learn piano, I wouldn’t have known music in 
the beginning.” Eric started learning piano in his second year of primary school. His 
talent in music is not excellent. He only achieved grade 8 in piano performance after 
graduating from secondary school but he knows how to take advantage of an 
opportunity. When no one could take the role of pianist of a choir in secondary 
school, he took the job. When a soloist was missed in a concert, he sang. When no 
one wanted to be an orchestra conductor, he agreed to take the leading role. “I am 
lucky to have this opportunity. When the opportunity comes along, I will take it no 
matter what the situation,” Eric said. 
	  



	  


